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A little about me and my Sacred Sensual journey…     
 

For the first 25 years of my life, I was not REALLY connected to my own body.  

 

In retrospect I realise that I had been living up in my head, often in the throes 

of worry and subtle fear.  

 

I had unconsciously failed to notice the incredible wisdom and aliveness in my 

body.  

 

I did not know who I was, or what my potential was as a woman.  I was not 

given the guidance and inspiration to step into my power as a Sacred Sensual 

Woman.  

 

But something in me must have wanted more…    

 

At 25 I was ‘blessed’ to be hit by a car that led to a chain of events that took 

me to India. I had been practicing Yoga for some years by that time but when 

I went to India, what had been simply a extra-curricular activity began a 

profound life path.  

 

From the moment I landed at Delhi Airport I was in love.  

Mother India guided me on many, many adventures - within and without. To 

cut a long story short ... after exploring spirituality with many teachers I found 

the approach that worked for me as a woman. I began to meditate with the 

guidance of a woman (Jaya Ashmore - check her out, she rocks) who shares 

meditation in a ‘feminine way.’ This approach to meditation involved focusing 

my relaxed and loving attention on the sensations in my body with an attitude 

of receptivity, softness and openness. 
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This was new to me! 

 

Up until then I had been only looking ‘out’ at life; I had not learned to listen 

within. I had not learned to love myself or listen to myself. I had not learned how 

to respect my body as the sacred temple that it is, or to approach my sexuality 

as sacred. 

 

Over time I dove more and more into feminine embodiment practices and a 

whole new world revealed itself in my body. From beneath the mental chatter, 

my intuitive knowing became increasingly loud and clear. What was revealed 

was a rich terrain of yummy sensations in my body.. 

 

 

 

I awoke what I call my ‘Sensual Intelligence’.  
 

And life became an awesome adventure of discovery as my natural sensuality, 

confidence and feminine power began to awaken and find its expression… 

 

 

 

I began to source my guidance and wisdom from within 

myself  
 

I gathered many valuable life tools that allowed me to transform the negative 

thinking patterns that had previously blocked my capacity to feel comfortable 

and fulfilled. 

 

I began to feel my Shakti (my feminine life force energy!) awaken and move 

freely through my body. I feel more JUICY, CONNECTED AND ALIVE. 

 

My discovery of the nourishing and powerful Tantric feminine practices 

expanded my experience of sexual energy. I began to teach these practices 

in women’s workshops all over the world.   I discovered that women LOVED and 

NEEDED these feminine practices to find their own relationship to Sacred 

Sexuality. 

 

These practices, that I share with you continue to allow me to use my feminine 

energy to power my life, sky rocket my creativity, deepen my intimate 

relationships and foster a sense of union with all of life.  

 

Without a doubt the most important part of my path has been developing a 

respectful, intimate and deeply satisfying relationship with my own body  - and 

this serves as my greatest ‘asset’ to this day. 
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Through bringing awareness to the wisdom that lay within my body and 

merging my sexuality and spirituality, I transformed my life. Living in this body of 

mine is a joy, an adventure and an ever-revealing magical mystery tour as I 

continue to deepen my relationship with my body, the earth and my sexuality. 

 

This to me is what it is to be a Sacred Sensual 

Woman. A woman who embodies her 

feminine essence, embraces her sexual 

energy as sacred, and meets her body as a 

temple.  

 

This path and practices of the sacred 

sensual woman is what I share with my 

clients and those who attend my workshops 

and retreats … and this is what I would love 

to begin to share with YOU.  

 

 

Welcome to your own ever-revealing mystery tour of your own body! 

 

This guide is devoted to showing you how your relationship with your body is 

the key to health and happiness as a woman, and how sexual energy can be 

a source of vitality as well as a pathway to rich spiritual awareness.  

 

In this book you will have a chance to reflect on ‘where you are at’ in regards 

to your sexuality, what you would like to create for yourself, and to learn some 

simple but powerful tools to help you connect to, and awaken, the Sacred 

Sensual Woman in YOU. 

 

I am happy and grateful that this E-book has found its way to you!  

I absolutely trust that there is a good reason that you are here reading this right 

now. I am honored to gift you with the skills and practices that lead you towards 

a deeper and more meaningful relationship to your body, your femininity and 

sexuality.  

 

From my own journey of becoming a Sacred Sensual Woman, and from 

witnessing the powerful transformations of my clients, I recognize that this this 

SUCH IMPORTANT WORK!  

 

Truly all of life begins to flourish when we wake up to our own Sacred Femininity. 

 

 

The Sacred Sensual women is opening herself  
as a channel for energy, love and beauty, 

and in the process, she is transforming the world. 
 

Sonja Shradha Devi 

www.sonjashradhadevi.com  

http://www.sonjashradhadevi.com/
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“Its not how ‘sexy’ you are, it is how alive you feel” 
Minke De Vos. 

 

 

Would you like to have more energy and intimacy in your life?  

 

Our capacity to feel energized and experience incredible intimacy,  

as well as our ability to feel fulfilled as a woman, go hand in hand with our 

capacity to: 

 

1. Accept and appreciate the body that we have and feel comfortable 

in our own skin. 

2. Allow life force energy to move freely through our body,     particularly 

our sexual organs…. 

 

Many of the women who come to work with me initially report experiencing 

the following: 

 

• A tendency to be stuck in their heads;  

• A sense of disconnection from their bodies; 

• They compare themselves to other women and feel lack of self-worth, 

connected to their appearance and desirability; 

• They feel numbness in their sexual organs; 

• They want to feel more confident and sensual in a way that feels 

authentic and empowering. 

• They want to be able to surrender deeper to their partner, or they would 

like to attract a fulfilling and empowering relationship 

And…. 

• They want to feel more comfortable in who they are and be able to 

express themselves. And they want to FEEL SEXY without feeling like they 

have to put on a false mask, use alcohol or makeup or anything external 

to boost their confidence. 

 

The sad truth is that most women have not been guided to find the power and 

pleasure in their own bodies. This disconnect from our own bodies has us 

seeking fulfillment and affirmation of our worth from OUTSIDE of us. 

 

To be a Sacred Sensual woman is to heal this disconnect and to plug into your 

own source of sexual vitality and deep self-worth. 
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Sensual vitality is a term that love to use and I would like to explain more about 

what that is…. Sensual Vitality is ALIVENESS.   

 

When you are plugged into your sensual vitality, you feel deeply connected to 

the sensations in your body. You feel yourself as a vibrant field of energy that is 

connected to the life force of the universe (as in NOT separate/ alone/ cut off). 

You become deliciously intimate with your own sexual energy in a way that 

feels very fulfilling and energizing. 

 

Sexual energy is pure life force energy. When we honor it as sacred and know 

how to work with it in nourishing and empowering ways, then our sexual energy 

can become a powerful resource, a source of inspiration and motivation and 

nourishment. A force that we can channel wisely to create healthy, juicy, 

nourishing, inspired lives. 

 

But were you guided to honor your sexual energy as a sacred and holy 

expression of life?  

 

Were you encouraged to connect to and channel your sexual energy by your 

parents/culture/education/peers? 

 

Were you taught that your health and your sexual vitality are intimately 

connected?  Were you shown how to nourish this connection? 

 

Probably not… I know I wasn’t!! 

 

 

 

So many of us learned to ‘tone down’ our sexual energy 

 

So many of us have disconnected with our sexual energy, and/or  

 

We have allowed our sexual energy to disconnect from our hearts and our 

spiritual lives.    

 

As modern women we are bombarded with negative and conflicting 

messages about sex and ideas about what is ‘sexy.’ Combine this with a lack 

of empowering education on how to respect and connect to our bodies and 

voila! We have large numbers of women suffering from lack of vital energy and 

vibrant health and self-confidence… 

 

In this E-book first we will begin with a run down of what blocks us from living as 

a sacred sensual woman in connection to her sexual energy and ‘the 

symptoms’ that this causes. Then we will dive right into some empowering 

solutions, skills and practical exercises. 
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Lack of sensual vitality may show up in our lives, or in us, in the form of: 

 

*Tiredness; * Stress; *Hormonal imbalances; *Deeply held emotional 

issues; *Insensitivity (numbness) in our genitals; *Failure to reach orgasm or 

addiction to localized orgasms; *Lack of sexual pleasure; * Lack of 

confidence and creative inspiration; *Ovarian cysts, menstrual disorders 

etc.; *Bad/impersonal/unsatisfying sex; *Inability to attract and open to 

deep and intimate experiences; *Depression; *Addictive urges; *Fatigue; 

*Over-thinking. 

 

The following kind of thought forms show us up when we have NOT YET 

embraced ourselves as a Sacred Sensual woman 

 

‘Everyone else is so sexy and I just have no idea;’  

‘I am ‘broken’ or abnormal;‘ 

‘I am too fat/ too numb/ too wounded/ too unattractive;’ 

‘I am ashamed of my body when I am making love;’ 

‘My vagina is numb, I am a hopeless case;' 

‘I do not know how to open up to pleasure;’ 

‘I feel insecure about expressing my sexual feelings and desires;’ 

‘I feel a responsibility to ‘get it right’ so I can feel ‘enough;’ 

‘I play games with my sexual power, so that I can feel loved.’ 

 

It also manifests itself in that funny feeling that there is just so much more 

pleasure and fulfillment available that somehow we have missed out on….. 

 

Is this you??? 

 
 

 

If we are not provided with positive, affirming (and informative) sexual 

education or inspiring examples of naturally sexy vibrant women that we can 

relate to. Then is it any wonder why we feel unable to celebrate our bodies the 

way that they are and embrace our natural sensuality? 

 

Do you agree that it is about time that we were offered the role models and 

the roadmaps that inspire us to connect to our innate feminine sensual nature? 

 

I am with you on that one!  I am here to suggest that we are NOW re-writing 

‘the program’ and that this starts with YOU! 
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The good news is that with 

guidance and simple feminine 

practices any woman, regardless 

of age, appearance or life 

situation is able to: 

 

• Create a positive relationship 

with her own body; 

• Cultivate and enjoy her 

feminine radiance; 

• Nourish her feminine essence; 

• Plug in to her Sensual Vitality 

 

.......And become a Sacred 

Sensual woman! 

 

 

Hallelujah!  
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She is that woman who glows and shines. She is 

quietly (or perhaps not so quietly) confident and 

content in herself. She is a Queen of her own 

realm. And she is subtly (or not so subtly…) 

succulent! 

 

She is that woman who exudes self-confidence, 

not as a performance or display of arrogance, 

but as an indication of how damn comfortable 

and happy she feels in her body.  

 

She is that woman who looks like she is having a 

damn good time just walking down the street.  

 

(and this is going to be YOU!) 

 

The most important aspects of the Sacred 

Sensual Woman are these: 

 

• She is totally in her body (rather than stuck 

in her head);  

• She enjoys and celebrates the sensation 

of being alive;  

• She is devoted to nourishing her 

relationship to herself and her body. 

 

You know these women when you see them and 

the happiness they exude is contagious. These 

women give themselves permission to be their 

juicy selves, just the way that they are.  

 

One of my teachers, a mature woman positvely 

oozing with Sensual Vitality, Minke De Vos is such 

a wonderful living example of this. She is one of 

those women who you know will be luxuriating in 

her juicy feminine essence way into her 80’s and 

beyond. Just to be in the presence of this radiant 

smiling woman is a pleasure!  
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Do you have any positive female role models who embody these qualities? 

What is it that you admire in ‘juicy’ women?  

Take a few moments to think of one woman you know who seems to really 

accept herself.  

How do you feel when you are around her, or see her? 

What are her qualities? 
 

 
 

 

When we awaken our sensual nature, we plug into our internal source of energy 

and our connection to the energies alive in the universe.  

When we are connected to the power of our sexuality in a conscious and reverent 

way, we are able to channel this power for health and happiness. 

So what is the opposite of that?  

How do we relate to our bodies when we are NOT in conscious awareness? 

 

• We do not notice, respect or value the messages our body gives us; 

• We let other people’s opinions dictate how we feel about our body; 

• We criticize and judge our own body; 

• We feel a sense of separation, isolation and disconnection. 

 

If you relate to any of these 3 points, you are DEFINITELY in the right place! 

Our ability to experience pleasure, our physical health and vitality and our creative 

potential are inextricably linked. When we learn to plug into the wellspring of sexual 

vitality within us, the effects will be felt in all of these areas in our lives. 

A positive connection to our sensuality and sexuality will in turn boost our ability to 

be deeply content and creative, and also to enjoy abundant energy and vibrant 

health. 

In the process of getting more intimate with ourselves, we also become less 

dependent on outward circumstances for our happiness.  We feel more intimacy 

in our lives and energy in our bodies (whether we are in sexual relationship or not). 

Fortunately there are simple, effective ways that we can sensually empower 

ourselves and create an honoring and deeply fulfilling relationship to our sexuality, 

if this has not been our reality to date. 

And this is absolutely available to all women…  (yes, even YOU!). 
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Fortunately, this sensual revolution really is here…we are reclaiming our lost 

knowledge and feminine wisdom - the knowledge of how to live in our bodies 

in a harmonious way and the wisdom of our feminine sensual essence. 

From my experience of working with sensual empowerment and healing works 

with women from all over the world .. 

(find out about upcoming workshops here) 

I have come to discover that women are ready and willing to heal negative 

body image issues and sexual conditioning.  

All kinds of women are rising up to recreate a relationship with their bodies and 

their sexuality that is affirming and nourishing.  

 
 
 

 

• When we heal ourselves we heal the world. 

• When we learn to love ourselves, we can give our love to the world; 

• And we can do this best as juicy, satisfied, sexually vital women. 
 
 

 

 
 

Will it be scary to unleash my Sensual Power? 

Is it selfish to focus on myself? 

Will I have to give up my life as it is? 

 

The answer to all these questions is a resounding ‘NO.’ A connection to your 

sensual truth will compliment and deepen the life that you have. This work brings 

more awareness into the subtle layers of who you are already.  What you will 

find is MORE love and connection, to yourself, and to life. 

 

https://www.sonjashradhadevi.com/p/events
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As a woman you are connected to all women, and truly we are all doing this 

important work together. Through learning to honor our bodies and our 

sexuality we re-write the program and send positive messages down the 

ancestral line to nourish the women coming after us! 

Therefore I wholeheartedly welcome you to the path of the Sacred Sensual 

Woman, for your own sake, and also for the women who come after us. Our 

daughters and those who we inspire will benefit greatly when we claim our 

body as a temple and our pleasure as divine. 
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Before we proceed, let us get super clear about what is blocking us from living 

as Sacred Sensual Women, and experiencing the pleasure and fulfilment that 

is our birthright. This will help us to get useful insights into what changes need to 

be made. 

 

Here is a rundown of what blocks us from being a sensually empowered 

woman and connecting to our sexual vitality. 

 

• Guilt, fear and shame; 

• Negative images and messages from the 

media and from pornography; 

• The pressure to be ‘perfect;’’ 

• Negative modelling of sexual relationships; 

• Starting ‘too young’ and for the wrong 

reasons; 

• Not really knowing our own terrain; 

• Being ‘stuck in our heads,’ and lacking 

embodied awareness; 

• Stagnant energy in our sexual organs; 

• Lack of ‘Sensual Education.’ 

 

I am going to expand on these areas so that you know exactly what I mean. 

As you read this, I encourage you to reflect on these points and how they show 

up in your life. 
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These heavy emotions freeze us, contract us and close us down. When we do not 

give these emotions space and time to express themselves and release out of our 

bodies, then they block our ‘Shakti’ (yummy, bubbling, feminine energy) from 

rising. 

 

Unfortunately, so many of us have been conditioned to habitually feel guilt, fear 

and shame in relation to our bodies and our sexuality.  

 

Your sexual feelings may have been repressed when you were a child.  

 

Perhaps your culture/friends/partner encouraged you to turn the volume of your 

sexuality down, or judge they way you look. And now, perhaps, you dislike your 

body and feel ‘unsexy’ or ‘ugly’ or ‘dirty’ or just plain ‘abnormal.’ 

 

There are usually dialogues (I call these ‘stories’ and ‘programs’) playing out in our 

minds that create these emotions, and it is up to us to really notice when and how 

these thoughts and their associated emotions arise. 

 

This is the first all-important step: cultivating awareness of our thoughts and feelings. 

The second is to find ways to release yourself from the grip of these thoughts and 

feelings, using the skills for transformation which I will teach you in the ‘Sensual 

Alchemy’ section. 

 

To live free from guilt, fear and shame is a deeply wonderful thing and an incredibly 

liberating way to live.  

 

The more you explore and accept yourself as a Sacred Sensual Woman, the more 

you will naturally access and release these strong emotions and become a sensual 

alchemist, a ‘transmuter’ (someone who transforms) energy.  

You will also begin to feel that it is ok to be utterly ‘perfectly imperfect,’ and 

comfortable with feeling and expressing your sensuality and sexuality in nourishing 

ways. 

 

 

Case study 

Kathryn came to me as a client as she was feeling disconnected from her 

power. She was (and is!) an incredibly powerful and creative woman, and 

from the outside it would appear that she had a great relationship with her 

power and her body. But as is with many beautiful women, she was not 

necessarily feeling her own beauty or confidence to express ALL of her.  

She reported feeling ‘shut down’ and ‘constantly judging herself.  She really 

really wanted to feel good in herself as a woman,  

both for her own sake and also for her daughter. 
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I could tell that this woman had a wild tiger in her that was just dying to be let 

out of the cage. 

I began guiding her through practices that awakened this energy. I got her 

to shake daily and make sounds and bring her awareness OUT of her head, 

and into her body. And this all worked wonders. 

But the main thing I gave her was permission!  

Permission to just let herself go and trust her own body. 

 

 

And that is what I am giving to YOU. Throughout the time that you are reading this 

E-book I want you to feel, just like Kathryn began to feel… that it is OK to let go of 

self judgment and experiment with trusting the wild wisdom of your body.  

 

It is my deepest wish for you and for all the women I work with to release ourselves 

from the control of these heavy self judgments and reclaim our innate knowledge 

of how to live in our bodies free from guilt, fear and shame. 

 

It is a process… but if you are reading this, you are already well on your way. 

(and you have lots to look forward to – I promise). 

 
 

 

How do you feel when you see images of what is classified as ‘sexy’ by the mass 

media?   

 

Inspired?            Affirmed?           Turned on? 
 

Probably not… 

However, most of us have been bombarded with images of sex from a young age. 

The kind of sex, and the concept of ‘what is sexy’ that we are exposed to is 

generally staged and unauthentic, and therefore massively disempowering. 

These images usually leave us feeling inadequate. We may feel a pressure to 

look/act or feel a certain way. Sadly, this takes us ever further away from our 

wellspring of sexual vitality and our happiness as a Sacred Sensual Woman. 

 

If we feel ‘pressure’ to act/ look/ be a certain way, then our whole body (and 

particularly our sexual organs) will begin to contract/ tense up/ close down from 

our natural ability to FEEL. 

 

It is up to us to create a new paradigm of sexy, a paradigm that helps us to feel 

connected to our power and beauty.  

 

This is exactly what we do when we learn to feel our bodies from the INSIDE rather 

than looking externally and judging and criticising. 
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Whether we are conscious of it or not - so many women feel this pressure. 

When we fail to value and accept ourselves (and most of us are constantly doing 

this through believing the tirade running in our heads - that voice that constantly 

evaluates and criticises how we look/act/feel).  

When we give power to that critical voice, we are bowing down to this pressure to 

be perfect.  

This totally dims our natural radiance. 

But there is another option:  

We can begin to accept ourselves as we are. 

The pressure to be perfect is a result of a lack of intimacy with life and our true 

selves. The more we really know and love ourselves the less this pressure has any 

sway over us. When we accept and value ourselves more deeply, then we can 

relax and our life energy can begin to flow freely. When we feel connected to 

ourselves, we connect to the natural perfection of things - not as a concept, but 

as an everyday living reality. 

 
 

 

Perhaps your parents were unaffectionate.  Perhaps they were mindlessly 

promiscuous.  Perhaps your girlfriends had sex with lots of people and you thought 

that that must be the ‘cool thing to do’ (that was my story).  

There are so many ways that we may have had sexuality modelled to us in ways 

that were disempowering and/or damaging. It can be super useful to reflect on 

the ways that your attitude to sexuality has been shaped over your life (particularly 

your early life).  

Through getting clear on how you have been influenced, you can make informed 

choices about how you would like to approach sexuality from here on. 
 

 

Take a moment to reflect on this. 

Which messages did YOU receive when growing up about sexuality? 

Complete these sentences in your head (or in your journal) 

Sex is….  

My body is… 

If I ‘let go and be sexual’ I will… 

I really recommend taking some time to journal on this, first reflect on 

what messages your learned then, and then move on to what messages 

you are receiving NOW. 
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To learn anything involves spending quality time getting to know it.  

 

The same thing goes for your sexual organs and the channels for Sexual energy 

in your body. This exploration has to go on in your own body, with yourself, 

before you can really share the full spectrum of your sexual energy and power 

with anyone else. 

 

Through knowing our own terrain, we learn to know ourselves on a profound 

level. Your knowledge of how you work and what you like (and what you do 

not like) is incredibly liberating and empowering. When you begin to 

experience your body as sacred and intimately connected to the whole 

universe, then being a woman takes on a whole new dimension.  

 

This is the realm of The Sacred Sensual Woman. 

 

 

 

Welcome!!!  
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We are living in a world when we are literally trained to focus our awareness in 

our heads. Mainstream education systems train up our logical analytical 

abilities to the extreme detriment of our embodied wisdom.  

 

In other words we have been trained to ‘think ’intelligently and we have not 

been trained to feel intelligently. 

 

To have a healthy, satisfying and spiritual relationship to our sexuality involves 

learning to listen to the subtle feelings and sensations within our bodies. It 

involves coming back to our body wisdom, our feminine essence and our 

connection to the natural world. This is what I call our ‘sensual intelligence.’    

 

The good news is that connecting to your wellspring of sexual vitality is the 

antidote to a busy mind and lack of energy. Yes, it may take time to come 

back to your body wisdom but it is a wonderful ride you do not want to miss! 

 

Knowing and loving your own body is like an ever-revealing mystery tour 

 
The ‘Sensual Check-in’ 

As you learn to move your ‘set point’ of attention OUT of your head 

and down into your body I recommend scheduling in regular 

‘sensual check-ins’. 

You could set up an alarm on your phone and when it goes you STOP 

and notice where your attention is.  Have a stretch and wriggle and 

sigh, and possibly a little hip roll, and take a deep breath to anchor 

you into your body again.  

 
The more you do this, the more you begin to live IN connection to your body 

and the whole realm of sensations and communication there. 

 
 

 
Your sexual organs are the gateway to feeling and living your feminine 

radiance. 

So many of us store unprocessed pain and trauma in this area of our bodies.  

This limits our ability to experience pleasure and be truly present and open to 

life in its fullness. 
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So many of us have had negative sexual experiences, ranging from sexual 

violence to sexual relating that was unloving and unconscious. These 

experiences leave imprints that we can heal with awareness, love and 

consciousness.  

 

Therefore many of us are in need of a ‘Yoni Wake Up Call’ 

 

The Tao Tantric practices are incredibly useful and effective for this. These 

powerful practices you can do for yourself or with the help and guidance of a 

mentor/ healer, like myself. Also it can be both profound and beautiful to do 

these in a group of women. See my events and workshops.  

 
 

 

 

Few of us have been blessed with adequate instructions on how to make the 

most of our own energetic potential as women. One of the reasons I am 

passionate about sharing this information is that it was not shared with me. I 

had to seek it out for myself. 

 

Sensual education is what I call this process of learning to sense how energy 

moves in us as well as the practices that teach us how to sense, gather, refine 

and circulate subtle energy. 

 

When we are ‘tuned in’ to the subtle energy in our bodies, we naturally move 

and live in a sensual way. 

 

Ok, ok - you get it right? We are in a bit of a pickle so let’s get into the skills and 

solutions! 

 

 
  

https://www.sonjashradhadevi.com/p/events
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We have picked up so many attitudes about our bodies and our sexuality from 

other people. Really stepping into our truth as a sacred sensual woman usually 

involves a process of allowing these beliefs to unravel and to consciously choose 

a more affirming paradigm than the one we had been living in. 

We can begin by realizing 2 essential truths - 

 

 We each have the choice to choose to feel good in our bodies. We each 

have the opportunity to re-design the way we relate to our sexuality and our 

bodies.  

 ‘We Got Da Power’!!  AND we can practice the skills that continually connect 

us to our sensual truth and the wellspring of sexual vitality (more about that 

soon!). 

 To create a firm intention to dedicate yourself to an experience of self love, 

acceptance and awareness is your vital first step.  

 And all along the way your job is to notice what you are choosing, with your 

thoughts, your actions and the lifestyle that you create for yourself. 

 

Exercise: 

What beliefs did I receive about being a woman when I was growing up? Who 

and what influenced me and how did this influence my life, my body and 

relationships?  

Am I truly ready to choose self-love and acceptance? What could this look like 

for me? 

 

Affirmation: 

It is my birthright to feel good! I choose the thoughts and actions, the 

environment and the lifestyle that nourishes me and make me feel good about 

my body and about myself. 
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We may not have been encouraged to honor our natural sensuality and 

sexual expression as we became women, but we can start now. We can 

recognize that we do not need to meet an ideal that we have in our minds 

about how we should be a ‘super sexy perfect ideal women.’ 

    

In fact, we can shoot even higher than that!!! We can reclaim a sense of 

ease and contentment in our bodies.  We can actually live inside of our 

bodies rather than being stuck up in our minds.  We can be clear channels 

for energy and love and be positive loving forces for our friends, families and 

communities.  

 

And to do this we need to stop wasting our energy trying to be perfect, and 

start valuing the beauty and perfection of who we naturally are. 

 

  

Affirmation:  

 I do not give a shit (please paraphrase this as you wish☺) what anyone else thinks 

is sexy; I choose to recognize myself as a beautiful sensual woman and I choose 

to embody my own sensuality, all day, everyday. 

 

 

Exercise: 

Place your hands lovingly on any part of your body you have previously judged 

as ugly and imperfect, and breathe speak the words ‘I love you’ into this part of 

your body. 

Please give this practice at least 10 minutes.  Then refresh yourself with a few big 

breaths and shake out your body. 
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As we touched on, a big factor that prevents us from tapping into our wellspring 

of sexual vitality is ‘living in our heads.’ When we are stuck in our mental story all 

the time there is no space to feel into the subtle energy in our bodies and allow it 

to flow more freely and harmoniously.  

Affirmations will only get you so far if you don’t have the SPACE inside of yourself to 

fully RECEIVE and EMBODY the essence of their truth. To really flourish requires 

learning to LIVE in a way where you are constantly tuning into your body wisdom. 

Yes! To live in a feminine way is to learn the art of listening…. deep listening! 

We build our internal power and rediscover how to live in a feminine way through 

becoming deeply attuned to the subtle sensations in our bodies and our 

IMMEDIATE FELT EXPERIENCE. 

This is so different from what modern culture tells us … that we need to put our 

attention outside of ourselves and focus on ‘doing’ and ‘achieving,’ rather than 

simply ‘being.’ I have witnessed that many women hold the subtle belief that they 

need to get things and do things to be happy and worthy. This sense of striving 

takes us away from our embodied presence and our deep inner knowing.  

The truth is that through focusing your awareness inward, and cultivating your 

relationship to the sensations in your own body, you will find the sense of fulfilment 

that you were so busy striving for. 

To become a sacred sensual woman is to listen to the messages of our bodies, as 

whispers from spirit.  It is to find your wisdom from deep within your own body!!  

Listening deeply happens moment by moment, it is the simple process of taking 

our focus off the external and back into our internal experience. 

Usually though, we need to actually LEARN to listen to our bodies, because we 

have forgotten. 

To live in a feminine way is to live in direct connection with the sensations in our 

body. 
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IT STARTS NOW! (and now, and now, and now) 

 

 

Here are some Simple practices for daily life to help you stay ‘tuned in’ to your 

internal reality and plugged in to your Sensual Intelligence.. 

 

Sighs - You can never sigh too much or too deeply!!! All my closest friends are 

constant sighers and often we lay around languidly and sigh together! Sighing 

is contagious (in the best way possible) so I recommend getting some sisters 

you can sigh decadently with. 

The best sighs are the ones which make a sound and go on and on. 

 

Strokes and Caresses - There is nothing the body likes more then being lovingly 

stroked!. I reccomend stroking your body whilst you read this Ebook, and before 

you go to bed at night … give your body the touch that it yearns for and watch 

it ‘wake up’. 

This touch does not need to be ‘sexual,’ in fact learning to give and receive 

non-sexual touch is a wonderful way to create more intimacy in your life and 

open the door to a deeply nourishing experience of sexuality. 

 

Belly breaths - Deep breaths that fill your belly help you to tune into the lower 

half of your body. This is important because it helps you to get out of your head 

and feel more grounded, relaxed and ‘tuned in’. 

Try and do regular ‘breath check-ins’ to see if your breath is stuck in your chest 

or moving down to fill your belly. If you notice your breath is shallow simply invite 

yourself to take some generous belly breaths with some deep sighs, to get your 

back in your sensual flow. 
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Massages - If you can afford regular massages – do it! And if you can swap 

massages – do that! Make sure that you prioritize receiving regular touch. 

When we begin to listen to our bodies, we naturally begin to live in alignment 

with our embodied guidance. Rather than pushing ourselves past our limits, we 

learn to sense and honor our limits and boundaries, which is an imperative step 

towards nourishing our vital energy. We begin to find that we can be 

productive and creative WITHOUT burning ourselves out in the process.  
 
 

 

Take a few moments now to reflect.   

Are you listening to your body in your everyday life? 

Are you honoring the messages from deep inside? 

Is there an area of your life where you do this and 

other areas where you do not? 
 

 

 

Case study 

When my client Miranda came to me she reported feeling shut down,’ 

constantly tired and grumpy and ’burnt out’. She longed to feel juicy, 

passionate and vibrant, and connected to her primal intuitive feminine 

wisdom. 

My Sensual Prescription for her involved regularly checking in with her 

body with sighs, daily dance and spontaneous movement on the 

beach every morning. Like I have noticed many women doing, she had 

been putting off connecting in with her body. When she stopped 

making it complicated and avoiding it she was able to see how simple 

and blissful having a feminine embodiment practice is when we finally 

do it!.  

After a few weeks working together she sent me a video of her crazy 

dancing with her children. Through doing sensual check-ins and adding 

sensual elements into her life she was able to transform alot of that 

stuckness that had prevented her from feeling connected to her 

natural femininity - and joy! 
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It all begins with self-love…. 

Without an unconditional positive regard to our bodies, the gates to our 

wellspring of sexual vitality and sensual power are pretty much jammed shut.  

If we are not able to relax and feel the subtle life of our own body, we will be 

unable to receive the gift of our feminine sensual essence. Therefore, learning 

to love and accept our bodies is vitally important in connecting to our Sacred 

Sensual Essence. 

One of the foundational practices of the Taoist system is all about learning to 

love ourselves. It is called the Inner Smile. 

The Inner Smile may appear super simple, and it is, but it is also very powerful. It 

trains your body to open up and receive the gift of your own loving presence. 

The more you practice it, the easier it will become to visualize and sense the 

energy. If you do not see or feel the inner smile at first, then ’fake it until you 

make it.’ If you keep on doing it, rest assured that sooner or later you will feel 

the effects of it in an increasingly tangible way. 

The following practice is a powerful way to use the inner smile to change the 

energetic frequency in your own sexual organs: 

 

Honoring and refilling the womb space 

Sit in a comfortable position.  Allow your spine to feel supported. It helps if you 

place an extra cushion under your hips so that the pelvis is tilted forward. You 

could also do this while standing.  

Begin by tuning into the natural flow of breath in your body. Receive your 

breath like the gift of life that it is. Imagine a bright golden sun in front of your 

third eye, let it shine golden rays though your third eye into your brain, let it 

sparkle around the ‘crystal palace’ of your brain and turn up the corners of 

your mouth - yes, begin to smile. 
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Allow warm golden smiling energy to flood your skull then flow down your neck, 

down your arms and into your hands. Feel it soften your shoulders and begin to 

fill your chest and radiate through your heart space before overflowing to fill 

your belly and back. Feel it begin to gather like a pool of golden light in your 

pelvis, deeply nourishing your ovaries, uterus, vagina and anus before 

streaming down to fill your legs. Spend a minute or two basking in the sensation 

of this golden river or light flowing through your entire body. 

 

I recommend doing this practice once a day for the next 7 days, then sprinkling 

mini versions of the practice into your daily life when you need it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now introducing … 
 

The Self Love – Quicky  

Simple gaze into the mirror and tell yourself ‘I love you’ 3 times.. 

Say it slowly, say it with meaning, and notice how your feel before and 

after this practice.  
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Although most of us were guided to see sexuality as something confined to 

sexual activity, the Sacred Sensual Woman LIVES in a sexy way, ALL the time. 

 

She breathes and moves and walks and works in a way that expresses her 

femininity, her love, her desire, her creativity and her joy (and she brings this 

into the bedroom too!).  

 

Whether it is in sexual experience or in everyday life, the Sacred Sensual 

Woman allows her feminine wisdom to guide the way.  

 

Rather than buying into this goal-oriented paradigm that tells us we need to 

push and achieve and look/act a certain way to be worthy, the Sacred 

Sensual Woman chooses to stay tuned into the subtle sensations of her body. 

She breathes deeply, into her belly. She sighs and groans, frequently; she enjoys 

herself immensely. 

 

She sources the affirmations of her worth from deep within herself. 

 

Through staying ‘tuned in and turned on,’ she creates a new paradigm of sexy. 

One that is nourishing, personal and independent of circumstances. 

 

Letting Go of Goals 
 

Motivation and goal-setting and intention have their place, don’t get me 

wrong. But we do not need to push, ever. When we push, we harden. To 

harden is to drop out of our feminine being. To be a sacred sensual woman is 

to be in the moment and trust the process. It is to feel what we feel, and not 

apologize for it. 

 

So why do we push? 
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Usually it is because we are unconsciously trying too hard, we are trying too 

hard because we forgot to stop, breathe, and respond to the moment, to feel 

it, to be it, to own ourselves, and our right to just exist, and BE, rather than DO. 

 

This applies to how we are in bed too… 

 

We may try to ‘please’ our partner, because we feel that that is our job. 

 

If you are one of those women, I have a really important message for you. 

 

Your ‘job’ is not to turn your lover on by being sexy, or ‘doing’ anything at all. 

 

Your job is to be IN your body and BREATHE and RELAX. 

 

If you do that, believe me, you will be sexy. You will be feminine, responsive, 

open and loving. 

 

Your lover will LOVE that! And if you are your own lover right now, believe me 

YOU will enjoy this sweet attitude immensely. 

 

Yes, you can give up the games. You can give up the effort. 

 

Take a deep breath and release the effort right now… 

 

Yes you can just be yourself.  

Yes your job is to know yourself and be true to yourself, and not try and be 

anything or anyone else. 

 

Yes, you can breathe another big sigh of relief right now. 

 

Ahhhh… 
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In the Taoist terminology, the female sexual organs are known as ‘the sexual 

palace.’ It is important for us to have our own words and ways of relating to 

our sexual organs. Rather than making them ‘down there’ we can invite our 

sexual terrain into our conscious awareness with a loving attitude and playful 

attitude.  

 

 

Exercise Reclaim YOUR sexual palace by finding a name for ‘her’ that 

feels honouring, comfortable, personal. 

Take a moment now to feel into the name with the right kind of energy 

and association that makes you feel GOOD about your sexual centre. 

For example, Your Yoni, Your Sexual Palace, Your Jade Fountain or your 

flower (you can go for ‘pussy’ if that feels good for you). 

Begin to address ‘her with this term of endearment. 

This helps make your relationship to your sexulaity fun and personal and 

yummy. 

 
 

 

 

The ancient Taoist culture utilized what I have come to know as the ‘Power 

within the palace’ for vibrant health, and as a portal for spiritual connection.  

The simple techniques of sexual cultivation are as relevant and useful to us 

today as they were thousands of years ago. In China, these techniques were 

used to keep the king’s many concubines juicy, happy (and powerful enough 

to rule from behind the scenes). 
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But, we don’t need to do anything fancy to establish a relationship to our sexual 

energy. Through simply inviting our awareness of our sexual organs we are 

already making ourselves available to the power of our sexual energy,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YES! You are literally sitting on a gold mine, mama! 

 

 

The following Practices will encourage you to .. 

 

1. Keep your awareness in your sexual organs throughout the day; 

 

2. Spend quality time with your intimate areas, as part of your everyday self 

love routine. 
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Have you noticed that women have a remarkable ability to feel strong 

energies and emotions? Perhaps you already do this without even knowing it. 

As soon as you begin to listen to your body, you are engaging with this natural 

process of transformation. 
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We are alchemists and healers and priestesses, all of us. 
 

The stronger our relationship to ourselves, our bodies, and the earth, the easier 

it is to access this deep feminine knowledge of how to work with our own 

energy, activate our own life force and be a channel for healing.  

 

To learn to work with our own energy is to become an alchemist, using our own 

body wisdom to bring transformation and healing. When we open the 

channels of our sexual energy, this amplifies our ability to feel and transform 

energy and be powerful creators. 

 

 

 

It is a potent energy source that allows us to create. This could be babies or a 

deeply inspired career or a happy harmonious household (or all of the above!). 

When we tap into the wellspring of our own life force, we become inspired 

creative beings with the energy to create and maintain beautiful things.  

 

In this chapter you will learn about simple ways to cultivate and harness sexual 

energy. 

 

 

Tantric Feminine Arts 

Some of the most potent and accessible techniques that I have found to help 

women connect to their feminine sensual essence and cultivate sexual vitality 

are found in the Tao Tantric Feminine Arts. This is an ancient system of feminine 

sexual energy cultivation that originated in China. 

 

And why was there so much emphasis on sexual energy cultivation in the 

imperial courts of ancient China? Because feminine sexual energy is potent 

and powerful - and the Taoists were keenly aware of this. They were also aware 

that sexual energy can be transformed into nourishing life force which we can 

circulate throughout our bodies, bringing vibrant health, clarity, vigour and an 

abundance of creative energy through a process of inner alchemy. 

 

 

Sensual Alchemy 

I like to call these techniques that allow us to build, circulate, refine and store 

sexual energy: ‘Sexual (or Sensual) Alchemy.’ The techniques are surprisingly 

simple and always incredibly nourishing. This is why I use them daily and share 
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them with my clients and students. I consistently see that women find these 

techniques easy to relate to. They are what I would call ‘friendly’ practices, 

allowing us to explore our sexuality, and ourselves in a fresh new way.  

 

These techniques can be a gateway for us to explore our potential as Sacred 

Sensual Women and to LIVE in fresh, alive and nourishing ways.  

 

We use them to ‘keep our honey pots full.’ 

 

Instant rewards… 
 

Sensual alchemy and the vitality that we activate through embracing Sensual 

essence has its own instant rewards.  

 

It is like an instant ticket to a juicy 

state of health and happiness 

that is not dependent on outer 

circumstances. 

 

Through becoming sensual 

alchemists, we become 

empowered players in our own 

health and happiness - and we 

have a great time doing it. 

 

Don’t forget though… Whatever 

techniques or practices we use, 

whether intuitive or learned 

essentially we are re-discovering 

what is SO natural for us!!! We all 

know have the natural power to 

listen to our own bodies and 

move from this wisdom; the 

practices I offer are simple 

gateways to access this natural 

wisdom. 
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The Taoist tradition has multiple techniques to pave the way for vibrant living 

and to create favourable conditions for incredible orgasms in the wider 

framework of an incredible life. The following practices are derived from this 

ancient tradition, and can be exercised every day as a meditation practice.  

 

Find a quiet private space, set a strong intention, such as: ‘Today I connect to 

my Sacred Sensual Essence’  

 

 

Breast massage Self-Love meditation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our breasts are an important part of our sexual anatomy, known in Taoist 

parlance as our ’bells of love’. Our breasts are considered ‘the gateway’ to 

female orgasm because our sexual feelings originate in the breasts. When your 

breasts feel activated, this creates a nourishing flow of vital energy down into 

the sexual palace, then throughout the whole body. 

 

Giving our breasts some loving attention every day brings multiple benefits, 

such as firmer breasts, hormonal balance, reduced PMT, Sto a greater feeling 

of aliveness and sensuality. 

 

I once met a woman with what seemed like the most wonderful breasts in the 

world, they were perfectly round and firm and seemed to pulsate with an 

incredible presence. As it turned out her secret is that she does 72 breast 

rotations every day! You might not be that committed, but even just a bit of 

attention to your breasts goes a long way… 
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Breast massage Daily practice 

Make an intention - use good quality oil, tune into how your breasts feel, 

infusing them with your positive intention as you begin to massage around 

your breasts. Slowly reduce the size of the circles until you come to the 

nipples, then reverse direction and move back out.  

Then move into intuitive touch, allowing the breasts to guide you to give them 

the kind of touch that they would like. You can invoke the kind of qualities 

that you would like to experience in your sexual life - tenderness, reverence, 

deep relaxation, surrender, patience, beauty. Literally massage these 

qualities into your breasts. 

 
 

Benefits! 

 

• greater feeling of sexiness; 

• hormonal balance; 

• full, firm and happy breasts; 

• sexual self-sufficiency and breasts that are receptive to loving hands. 

 

Your breasts love attention!  

 

The Breast Quickie – seriously, this keeps you feeling super juicy!! 

Just 2 minutes of touch and loving attention to your breasts throughout 

the day is such a wonderful way of staying tuned in to your sensual 

essence.  

Try it now! 

Watch my 2 min breast massage video HERE  

 
 

 

Waking up your Yoni 

So many women that I have met and worked with have felt that their vaginas 

have become numbed, thus preventing them from experiencing the depth of 

pleasure that could be available. For reasons such as past sexual trauma and 

any unconscious unloving sexual experiences, many women hold negative 

imprints within their sexual palace that inhibit their ability to feel fully.  

Through taking the time to consciously connect to this area, it is possible to 

awaken sensitivity and reclaim diminished vitality. This can be as simple as 

practicing the following pelvic muscle strengthening exercise - what I call the 

‘yoni squeezes’ - with loving intent. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/z9li7ZjDcfM
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Everyday practice -The yoni squeeze and cleansing breath… 

 

After completing the breast massage, move your awareness down to 

your yoni/jade fountain. Begin to engage the muscles of your pelvic 

bowl, feel them draw together like the opening of a drawstring bag, 

and then up into the body.  

 

So that Is a slow squeeze together, of all the muscles around your 

vaginal opening, and then UP. 

 

Let it be a slow gentle squeeze as you count to ten, then if you can, 

hold your breath and the gentle contraction for ten more counts.  

 

This will be a similar sensation to stopping the flow of urine whilst 

involving ALL of the muscles of your pelvic bowl (it can help to imagine 

that there is a cord from your cervix pulling upwards) there should be 

no strain at all.  

 

Then for the count of ten, very slowly release the hold. Take a few gentle 

breaths and tune in to the sensations in your pelvis with loving interest 

for at least 2 minutes before trying another round.  

 

Next, imagine you are drawing light made of LOVE into your yoni, and 

relax into the feeling on the exhale. 

 

Finish your rounds off by filling up the pelvic bowl with golden smiling 

light once more. 
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Activating the Pleasure Pathways  
 

The multi-orgasmic orbit is the central energy highway of our bodies. It flows up 

the spine from our pelvis, down the front of the body, and then back down to 

the pelvis.  

When we focus our attention and build warm sexual energy in our Breasts  or in 

our Sexual Palace, the next step is to circulate the energy so that it transforms 

into vital life force (chi) to nourish our entire physical, mental and emotional 

beings. 

By moving energy through the 

microcosmic orbit, we both create 

and recycle vital life force (chi). This 

flow of life force is like a river of energy 

that trickles out in multiple streams 

(our meridians) to feed the rest of the 

body.  

Full body orgasms occur when the 

orgasmic energy is distributed in this 

way; all the way to our fingers and 

toes! We invite in full body orgasm 

through cultivating energy flow 

throughout our bodies and learning to 

direct our orgasmic energy through 

this energy highway. 

 

 

Everyday practice - Orbiting the River of Golden Light 

After completing the inner smile, breast massage and yoni squeezes, 

you can feel the warm energy that you have created begin to gather 

in your sexual palace.  

Now, with your intention, move the energy down to the point of the 

perineum. With an inhale, contract your anus and move the energy 

up into your sacrum and with another inhale, bounce it up your spine.  

By keeping the tongue pressed against the upper palate, you 

connect the front and back channels. This is important.  

The energy travels up with an inhale, and now allow it to move up over 

the back of the head and fall back down the front side of the body 

with an exhale.  

You can do this for a few rounds and conclude through gathering the 

energy in your navel centre. This is your alchemical cauldron where 

you are able to store the energy to boost your over-all vitality. 
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Anytime is a great time to breathe energy through your orbit! 

 

 Great places to orbit:  

• The dance floor; 

• Waiting for the bus; 

• Making love; 

• Doing your tax. 

 

You can also begin to get familiar with the microcosmic orbit in your 

daily life through simply breathing up your spine, and then down your 

front.  

Once you get more familiar with this channel, you can introduce this 

awareness as you self-pleasure (solo cultivation), or make love (dual 

cultivation). 

Interested in learning more about how to wake up your Yoni and 

embrace your sexuality in a nourishing way?? I created my 

The Yoni Wake Up Call Sexual Activation Program. for YOU! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this comprehensive 28 day Journey! You receive guided videos, 

meditations and rituals for activating energy flow and greater pleasure 

sensation in your yoni! And so much more  

Find out more here    

http://www.yoniwakeupcall.com/
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Conclusion - Just go out and DO IT Girl!!!!  

 
The more time we spend tuning into the subtle sensations of our bodies, the 

more we plug into our inherent vitality. This work of getting to know ourselves 

and meditating on our own sexual energy is incredibly empowering - and fun! 

Try it for yourself and leave your expectations at the door. At every opportunity, 

create the circumstances to freely explore and celebrate your body, whether 

it is in the bedroom, out in nature, on the dance floor or in your kitchen. Your 

sensual vitality is yours to discover, cultivate and enjoy! 

 

 

 

 

Do it For ALL Women (and men!)  Everywhere 
 

I encourage you to see your personal work with your body and your 

sexuality as a service. Women with open hearts and awakened bodies 

greatly impact this world through beaming their beautiful energy into 

the world. We do this ‘work’ for ourselves, so we can shine, and then..… 

we can bless the world with our gifts and contribute to world and earth 

healing. 

 

Lets do this!!! 

 

I hope to be able to meet you in person or share with you via my online 

programs. In the meantime- stay connected with me via facebook and 

instagram and my ‘Sexy & Conscious’ Blog and show-find the links 

below. 
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Go deeper with me ! 

Workshops and Retreats  

One on one Sessions  

Online Programs and meditations  

 

 

Connect with me! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sonja Shradha Devi, Intimacy & Empowerment Guide, Facilitator and Healer, empowers women 

to show up in their bodies, their sexuality and their relationships in a powerful and feminine way 

and LIVE their sensual truth, 

A wild and mystical woman at heart who dances ecstatically at every opportunity, Shradha 

shares her magic online from her sweet little house in the jungle in Bali and travels the world 

offering powerful group rituals and retreats, intimacy workshops and private empowerment 

sessions. 

With big love and fierce clarity, she supports women around the globe to unhook from emotional 

blocks, toxic relationship patterns and old conditioning so they may finally quit compromising 

their deepest needs and self sabotaging their success and reclaim their connection to their 

sensual intelligence. 

With 20 years experiences as an intrepid yogini, therapist, preistess and passionate truth seeker 

and lover Shradha shares potent but practical tools and keys which open the door to a whole 

new world of sensual embodiment, empowered sexuality and conscious relationships, 

She will help you transform your tears into gold, your orgasms into prayers and discover and live 

YOUR unique sensual truth. Tune into her world through her Blog, Videos, Webinars & Online 

Programs. 

 

www.sonjashradhadevi.com 

https://www.sonjashradhadevi.com/p/events
https://www.sonjashradhadevi.com/p/1on1sessions
https://www.sonjashradhadevi.com/p/shop
http://www.sonjashradhadevi.com/
https://twitter.com/ShradhaDevi
https://www.instagram.com/sonjashradhadevi/
https://www.facebook.com/sonja.devi
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6H9mrAShb_Wkxm5ymep39Q
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